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Plan of the talk

. . . taking the call for contributions seriously!

In particular, I suggest to think more carefully about semantics.

A citation – almost 30 years old – by Robin Giles:

since [the] interpretation [of degrees of truth and
membership and of fuzzy connectives] is never exactly
determined, the laws and definitions are rather arbitrary
and the meanings of the new concepts obscure. [. . . ]

A common result of this kind of approach is a tenuous
connection between theory and practice: as it gets more
sophisticated, the theoretical development turns more
and more on purely mathematical considerations, and
eventually the practical interpretation is lost to view.

In fact, this stage has now been reached in a number of
branches of fuzzy set theory.
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The future of MFL:
key phrases from the CfP

I “ . . . solid logical foundations for fuzzy set theory . . . ”
“solid logical foundations”? – Certainly!
“for fuzzy set theory” – FST is broad; is MFL “its foundation”?

I “. . . motivated also by philosophical and computational
problems of vagueness and imprecision . . . ”
– How seriously is this taken?

I “. . . elegant and deep mathematical theories . . . ”
Great! – But this doesn’t sound interdisciplinary

I “. . . reevaluate whether MFL has lived up to the initial goals. . . ”
– At least “Hajek’s goal” could be reached

I “. . . rethink the research directions of MFL”
– This requires thinking “outside the box”!
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“Outside the box”

or at least: “respecting other boxes . . . ”

The CfP mentions three not–so-easy–to–combine items:

(1) pure mathematical logic

(2) philosophical motivations

(3) computer science applications

Some critical questions:

I Can pure MFL (1) survive without (2) and (3)?
– I suppose yes! But do we want this?

I Does current MFL take (2) seriously? Is it affected by (2)?
– think, e.g., of plurivaluationism vs. supervaluationism

I Are we prepared to seriously engage in applications?
Leaving the “gilded cage” of pure math does not come easy!
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A suggestion:

Four topics that call for transcending boundaries

(1) modeling reasoning with (vague) natural language

(2) justifications, consequences, and limits of truth functionality

(3) fuzzy logics as logics of costs

(4) efficient reasoning with graded truth
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Modeling natural language

A lot of activity, already since Zadeh . . .
however it is often unclear why we want to model NL

What is the aim? Whom do we want to address?

I Linguists?
Linguists prefer to keep the interface between speaker and
hearer binary at the sentence level (accept/reject).
NB: Hedging supports such a binary interface!
Truth functionality is problematic ⇒ heavy use of modalities

I Philosophers?
Logical models of natural language is an important
philosophical topic. But joining this tradition (e.g., D. Lewis,
Journal “L&P”, . . . ) calls for much more serious engagement

I Engineers?
Different applications call for different modeling principles
How to move from ad hoc modeling to ‘first principles’?
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Truth functionality is problematic ⇒ heavy use of modalities

I Philosophers?
Logical models of natural language is an important
philosophical topic. But joining this tradition (e.g., D. Lewis,
Journal “L&P”, . . . ) calls for much more serious engagement

I Engineers?
Different applications call for different modeling principles
How to move from ad hoc modeling to ‘first principles’?



Truth functionality

MFL mostly just imposes truth functionality without argument
NB: “CL is also truth functional ” is not an argument!

First principles call for not-just-formal semantics, e.g.:

– voting semantics (t.f. explained by levels of skepticism)
– similarity semantics
– approximation semantics (vis-a-vis probabilistic reasoning)
– game semantics (various forms)

None of these offer a “final word”: many problems remain!

NB:
Such semantics might provide an interface of MFL to applications.
But – again – this calls for leaving the gilded cage of pure math!
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Logics of costs?

A very intriguing idea (Libor Behounek):
– intermediary truth values might refer to costs!
– Different truth functions correspond to different ways

of compounding costs (e.g., summing up vs. supremum)

Several challenges arise (only very partially addressed, so far):

I To what entities to we want to attach cost?
Propositions? Assertions? Information? Something else? . . .

I What resources? How to link resource models to MFL?

I Links to computational complexity?

I What is the relation to graded truth?

Note the interdisciplinarity!
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Efficient automated reasoning

Important ground work on automated deduction in FLs:

I analytic hypersequent calculi for G,  L, MTL, . . .

I approximative Herbrand Theorem for  L

I identifying decidable fragments of first-order logics

A lot remains to be done:

I resolution style calculi (?)

I using most general unification

Probably most challenging:

I concrete proof tasks, arising from applications

I implementing efficient provers

I comparisons, bench marks
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Conclusion

(picking out just one – interdisciplinary – challenge)

Giles (1982!), on the meaning of degrees and truth functions:

Admittedly, these questions of interpretation are difficult
ones, but they must be tackled if a workable fuzzy set
theory is to be attained.

After more than 30 years those questions still remain (partly) open!

Taking this challenge seriously should be on the agenda of MFL!
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